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It’s for this reason that understanding at least the fundamentals of both emergency medical
and survival medication are crucial to any survival strategy. Even in less acute cases, take into
account the last time you called 911 or acquired to visit the ER following an injury. Carrying out a
catastrophic event, crisis medical responders will be overburdened (to say the least) and
struggling to respond to many demands assistance as these departments struggle to categorize
emergencies predicated on severity and a host of other elements that most likely depend on the
situation. One of the most overlooked, however quite crucial, aspects of any survival
circumstance is treatment. How long achieved it try receive treatment? Were you content with
the results of the medical care you paid for? And if your home is in a rural area, an emergency
medical response could consider hours in the very best of conditions. Sprinkle in some
inclement weather or a regional catastrophe and the truth is that you may not have the
assistance you want with time.Prepper's Survival Medication Handbook: The Ultimate Prepper's
Information to Preparing Emergency MEDICAL and Survival Medicine for You as well as your
Family Are you wondering how exactly to perform first aid methods and administer survival
medication during any situation? How to build the ultimate first aid kit Find out the difference
between first aid and survival medicine The Top 10 herbs that may replace most OTC
medications And much more! Also, you’ll discover.. Discover how to provide first aid, perform
CPR and a lot of other life-saving methods. Table of Contents An Intro to This Guide Basic First
Aid CPR & Rescue Breathing Survival Medicine
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Know what to accomplish in survival circumstances. I recommend getting this and reviewing
the info contained therein. I trip and train horses which book gave me here is how to deal with
and look after injuries that really was helpful. It gave me everything that I needed to place in my
first aid kit and several. When you function around horses you hardly ever know what sort of
injuries will arise and you often have to work under pressure. This book really gave me lots of
help and now if I'm ever presented to a situation where I'll need to think on my feet - Personally i
think I'll be ready! There is no page numbers making table of contents useless. I'm seriously
considering sending g this back This is a tale. Basic first aid and some intermediate details. The
booklet is thinner then a magazine. There is absolutely no page numbers making desk of
contents worthless. I'm seriously considering sending g this back again. It’s more like a booklet
and there is very little useful info. Good read!! Five Stars Another exceptional book to have in
your library for emergency situations Good and simple Good and simple.. Including info on
making some of your own medicines. Totally rip off do not waste a good few dollars upon this
book Totally rip off do not waste a good few dollars upon this book. Overpriced big style.
Nothing even more than a couple of google searches will let you know. What medical supplies
needed. This book is a great read and has a lot of good information on survival medicine and
medical.. I'm fresh to the whole preparedness movement and therefore I'm always seeking fresh
ideas. This book contained a whole lot of information. Book was for me a good read. This book
was an excellent resource.! It's basic info you can obtain from any first aid pamphlet. For a fresh
prepper, some merit, others not really much but good refresher info.Ward Know what to do in a
catastrophe. Some of it is more useful than others but which will change from person to . A few
of it is even more useful than others but that will vary from individual to individual.Must Have
Resource! It is crucial for one to know very well what to do if these circumstances become
prevalent. Quick read filled with useful information A good introduction to herbal medicine.
Brief, to the idea, and honest. Interesting May come handy some day This may save your
valuable life This may save your life Good information Brief , doesn't take too long to read. Like
talking to an herbalist while hiking along a verdant trail. The author's writing style is enjoyable
and friendly. Lots of good information which herbs to use for specific conditions. Three Stars
Worth the Go through if Ya obtain it Cheap! Well worth keeping close as a reference.
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